
1. Saying email addresses
An email address is composed of 3 
parts:

- Name or department
Andrew Wooden
Ana Pereira
Info
Reception
- Server or company name
Gmail
Hilton Hotels
Adidas
Globo
- Country
USA = .com
Canada = .ca
United Kingdom = .uk
Brazil = .br

How to say an email address:
- andrew.wooden@adidas.com.br 

reads 
andrew[dot]wooden[at]adidas[dot]
com[dot]br

- a_pereira@gmail.com reads
a[underscore]pereira[at]gmail[dot]com

2. Elements of an email

Recipient is the person to whom you 
are writing.

Cc [or carbon copy] is where you 
should add the names of recipients 
who should read the message but 
are not the person – or persons – 
who are expected to respond to it.

Bcc [or blind carbon copy] is where you 
should add the names of recipients who 
you believe should read the message but 
who you do not want others to know about.

Subject is the topic or title of the email.

3. Starting and finishing 
an email
Starting

- Greeting:
Hello; Hi; Good morning/afternoon/
evening; Dear

- The greeting is usually followed 
by a name, last name, generic 
salutation, or role:
Mark; Ms. Pratt; Sir; Hiring Manager

- Add a comma (,) after the name 
and move on to the next line
Dear Ms. Pratt,

- Some greetings are more formal 
than others:
Formal
Dear + [last name],
Dear + [full name],
Dear + [role],
Dear + [generic salutation],
Neutral or Informal
Hello + [full name],
Hi + [last name],
Hi there + [first name],

- Signing off
Formal
Best regards,
Kind regards,
Sincerely, = use this if you addressed 
the person by their name
Faithfully, = use this if you did not 
address the person by their name

Neutral or Informal
Cheers,
Regards,
Best,
See you soon,
Thanks,
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IN
Time: months, years, de-
cades, centuries, parts of 
the day, weeks, seasons
Place: streets, park, city, 
neighbourhood, country, 
school, hospital

ON
Time: days of the week, 
dates, weekend (NAmE), 
Christmas day, weekend
Place: name of the 
street; beach; large 
vessels (bus, plane, etc)

AT
Time: precise time; 
weekend (BrE), holidays
Place: point on a map; 
full address; the table; 
name of place

Fill out this brief email with 
the correct prepositions:

Hi Bob,

This is a friendly reminder 
of our meeting _____ 
Tuesday. We will be 
meeting _____ the 
conference room _____ 
the 4th floor.

See you there,
Jane
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